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a b s t r a c t
An experimental and numerical study was carried out to assess the performance of the different submodels and parameters used to describe the burning dynamics of wildﬁres. A multiphase formulation
was used and compared to static ﬁres of dried pitch pine needles of different bulk densities. The samples were exposed to an external heat ﬂux of 50 kW/m2 in the FM Global Fire Propagation Apparatus
and subjected to different airﬂows, providing a controlled environment and repeatable conditions. Submodels for convective heat transfer, drag forces, and char combustion were investigated to provide mass
loss rate, ﬂaming duration, and gas emissions. Good agreement of predicted mass loss rates and heat
release rates was achieved, where all these submodels were selected to suit the tested conditions. Simulated ﬂaming times for different ﬂow conditions and different fuel bulk densities compared favorably
against experimental measurements. The calculation of the drag forces and the heat transfer coeﬃcient
was demonstrated to inﬂuence greatly the heating/cooling rate, the degradation rate, and the ﬂaming
time. The simulated CO and CO2 values compared well with experimental data, especially for reproducing
the transition between ﬂaming and smoldering. This study complements a previous study made with no
ﬂow to propose a systematic approach that can be used to assess the performance of the submodels and
to better understand how speciﬁc physical phenomena contribute to the wildﬁre dynamics. Furthermore,
this study underlined the importance of selecting relevant submodels and the necessity of introducing
relevant subgrid-scale modelling for larger scale simulations.

1. Introduction
Understanding the burning behavior of wildland fuels is essential to develop a complete understanding of wildﬁre spread. For
the last decades, numerous studies have been attempted to better
describe the ﬁre dynamics of solid fuels [1–3], including polymers
[4–8], cellulosic materials [9,10], and different species of wood [11–
14]. The transfer of this knowledge to describe the burning behavior of wildland fuels, which are natural polymers, is not trivial
because they differ from classical solid fuels, as they often consist in highly porous media where the solid phase is very small
compared to the gas phase. The main challenge arises from the
porous nature of the fuels and its coupling with the transient surrounding environment, which strongly inﬂuences the heat transfer,
degradation rates, and the burning dynamics [15]. Indeed, during
combustion of a highly porous bed, the heat captured by the solid
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phase is a result of the energy balance from the ﬂame feedback
by radiation and from the fresh air entrained into the fuel layer by
convection, but also reacting with the pyrolysis products and with
the char residue. As a consequence, these homogeneous and heterogeneous combustions contribute to transfer energy to the solid
phase. This behavior is different from that observed for solid fuels
for which the radiative and convective contributions of the ﬂame
can be considered to be transferred into the solid by conduction
[16]. This highly porous conﬁguration is typically found in pine
needle beds, which are often found on the forest ﬂoors. They can
typically be found accumulated near structures in the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI), increasing the ﬁre risk [17]. As the need to
understand the burning dynamics of wildland fuels is a matter of
great urgency in order to improve wildﬁre assessment tools, many
studies have been performed over the last decades. Among those,
Dimitrakopoulos and Papaioannou [18] used the cone colorimeter to determine the ignition time and the ﬂammability of typical
Mediterranean forest fuels and proposed four ﬂammability classes.
Schemel et al. [19] reported a calorimetric study of pine needle
beds using the FM Global Fire Propagation Apparatus (FPA), during
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ω˙ char , ω˙ pyr , ω˙ vap

Volume fraction of gas and solid phases
Heat of combustion of CO and CO2
Gas density
Surface to volume ratio
Split function
Mass fraction of char, dry pine and water in solid phase
Convective heat transfer coeﬃcient
Volumetric rate of charring, pyrolysis,
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which it was shown that calculating the heat release rate (HRR) by
means of calorimetry for pine needles can be reinforced by the use
of mass loss rate and by knowing the heat of combustion in well
ventilated test conditions. Bartoli et al. [20] demonstrated that permeability drives the burning dynamics in porous beds and that the
energy released increases with permeability. Additionally it was
shown that for a given permeability, the fuel species have an inﬂuence on times to ignition and duration of ﬂames. Mindykowski
et al. [21] conducted experiments in the same experimental setup
to investigate the piloted ignition time of litters composed of oven
Mediterranean pine species and kermes oak leaves.
The porous bed can be described through CFD modeling using a multiphase formulation that allows the ﬁre rate of spread
(ROS) [22–24], and temperature ﬁeld to be estimated [25]. For instance, Padhi et al. [26] described the ﬂow ﬁeld generated due
to the steady burning of a shrub using the multiphase formulation. Velocity and temperature proﬁles were analyzed in the continuous ﬂame region and thermal plume region and it was highlighted that the porous nature of the shrub affects air entrainment into the shrub, thus affecting the nature of the ﬁre plume.
Hence, it is important to evaluate the model’s capabilities to simulate air entrainment and air mixture in the fuel bed. The use
of the multiphase formulation is not new, it has been applied in
numerous studies to describe the interaction between the atmospheric boundary layer with a canopy problems using isothermal
ﬂows [27–33]. However, the multiphase formulation is usually applied to simulate large-scale wildﬁres under complex conditions
without thoroughly pre-validating or verifying if the selected submodels (i.e. the closure models) are well adapted to the fuel conditions and to the surrounding environment in which they are used,

and if they allow the relevant physics to be captured [15,34–37].
For instance, degradation rates are provided from TGA analysis at
a much smaller scale (microscopic) than reality [15], and drag coeﬃcients are derived from wind tunnel tests for simple geometries
at ambient temperatures [38]. In a recent study, Hoffman et al.
[39] evaluated crown ﬁre spread rate using FIRETEC [40] and WFDS
[41] (both include a multiphase approach) and compared the results to a compilation of wildﬁre observations in North American
forests [42]. It was noted that the ability to test the model was limited by a lack of environmental and fuel data such as errors associated with point-to-point comparison, which is a limitation of large
scale ﬁres. This aspect is essential because the rate of spread predictions from detailed physics-based models are sensitive to small
variations in both the spatial pattern of the fuels and the environment. Therefore, this study recommended further assessment of
detailed physics-based models, particularly by providing additional
data regarding fuel and environmental characteristics (i.e. wind).
This is why it is necessary to establish a framework tailored to the
development of ﬁre modeling with the multiphase approach. It allows to study elementary aspects of the problem and to gradually
move towards complexity (by changing the fuel or environmental
properties). This methodology follows a building block approach to
model development and facilitates a better understanding of forest
fuel ﬂammability and of its corresponding ﬁre dynamics.
This study includes well documented ﬁre experiments that are
conducted in a controlled environment, providing precise measurements for different fuel and ambient conditions, to quantify the
inﬂuence of the parameters on the models numerical predictions.
As these conditions change, some parameters and submodels in
the numerical model are no longer valid and need to be adjusted.
This parametric study is often overlooked at larger scale due to
the excessive uncertainties caused by the large variations of fuel
properties (i.e. special distribution, fuel moisture content), the unstable wind (i.e. gusts), and the strong coupling between submodels, which makes it impossible to pinpoint exactly which submodel
is not behaving physically. In this study, experiments were undertaken in the FM Global Fire Propagation Apparatus (FPA) [43], similarly as in [19,20] where it was demonstrated to proving repeatable
conditions. Pine needle beds of varying porosity were subjected to
a radiative heat and various values of airﬂows to observe the burning behavior under different conditions relevant to wildﬁre spread.
Pine needle beds were used as a reference fuel because they allow
repeatable fuel bed properties under laboratory settings. Mass loss
rates, heat release rates, ﬂaming times, gas emissions, and temperature ﬁelds were used to compare the experiments to the simulations. Particular attention was given to forced ﬂow conditions extending previous work on natural convection [44] - because in
wildﬁres, the ﬂow is usually highly unstable and not well deﬁned.
Consequently, local variations in the ﬂow can have important impacts on the local ﬁre regime. However, the ﬂow is controlled and
can be well characterized in the FPA. This framework, with the
appropriate modiﬁcations supports the development of large scale
CFD modeling by providing inputs and indications for the necessary subscale modeling.
2. Methods
2.1. Experimental details
Experiments were conducted by burning beds of pine needles
in the FPA [43] (Fig. 1). The apparatus provides a controlled environment with respect to air ﬂow and repeatable, uniform heating conditions. Samples were exposed to a radiative heat ﬂux of
50 kW/m2 applied to the top surface of the sample, throughout
the entire experiment mimicking a strong ﬂame feedback from a
larger ﬁre surrounding the sample. This value of received heat ﬂux

in the forest [49]. More details of the experimental setup are provided in [44]. All experimental results were averaged over 3 repetitions or more, and the error bars represent the standard deviation
for all experiments.
2.2. Computational modeling

Fig.1. Overview of the Fire Propagation Apparatus (FPA).
Table 1
Summary of bulk densities and porosities.
Mass [g]

Bulk density [kg/m3 ]

Porosity α g [-]

8.7
11.4
15.0

23
30
40

0.96
0.95
0.93

is representative of typical ﬁre front propagation [45]. Dead pitch
pine (Pinus rigida) needles were packed in cylindrical porous baskets (67%% opening fraction) of 12.6 cm diameter and 3.0 cm depth
following the protocol used in [46]. Fuel moisture content (FMC)
was determined by conditioning needles at 60 °C for 24 h. The average FMC was 7%% of the dry weight. The surface to volume ratio
(σ s ) is 7295 m−1 , and the density (ρ s ) is 607 kg/m3 .
Airﬂow was introduced at the inlet under the sample and
passed through and around the porous sample. Three inlet ﬂuxes
of air were used No Flow (NF), Low Flow (LF) (50 L/min, corresponding to a free stream velocity of 6.67 cm/s), and High
Flow (HF) (200 L/min, corresponding to 26.8 cm/s). A hot wire
anemometer (Kimo® AMI301 with a 0.01 m/s resolution) was used
to estimate the averaged velocity of the ﬂow penetrating, and the
ﬂow circling around the porous sample. Even if the ﬂow conditions
used in this study are relatively low compared to the mean velocities that can be found in wildﬁres [47,48], it is important to assess
the model’s performance under these speciﬁc conditions, which
could also be found locally during a ﬁre. Following this framework,
other ﬂow regimes and more moderate ﬂows could be studied.
Mass loss rate (MLR) was derived from measurements of mass
using a load cell (0.001 g resolution) and the exhaust gases were
analyzed for composition (CO, CO2 and O2 ) using non-dispersive
infrared and paramagnetic techniques at a sampling rate of 2 Hz.
Flaming time was measured with a 0.5 s error margin and the end
of ﬂameout time was reached when the CO concentration dropped
under 4 ppm.
Three bulk densities were tested: 23, 30, and 40 kg/m3 , as
shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding masses and porosities are listed
in Table 1. 40 kg/m3 is the maximum density that can ﬁt in the
sample basket without over compression and breaking of the needles. 23 kg/m3 corresponds to the minimal load that needs to be
used to avoid signiﬁcant reﬂection of the basket when heated [44].
These values are in the same range as typical fuel loads measured

In this study, simulations were carried out using ForestFireFOAM (FFF) [44]. It has been previously demonstrated that FFF
allows modeling the ﬁre-induced behavior of a porous, reactive
and radiative medium [44]. Conservation equations (mass, momentum, and energy) are solved for an averaged control volume at a
scale suﬃcient to contain both coexisting gas and solid phases,
and considering strong coupling between the phases [34]. Processes such as drying, pyrolysis, and char combustion are described
through temperature-dependent interaction between the solid and
gas phases. The gas phase combustion is represented using an extension of the Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC), in which the characteristic time scale of fuel–air mixing is different under turbulent
and laminar ﬂow conditions [50]. This combustion model was used
in a study that focused on fully-developed turbulent region of a
wall ﬂame where the diffusion time used for the laminar ﬂow was
a placeholder for the near wall region and was not veriﬁed. It is
recognized that the validity of the modiﬁed EDC model for laminar
ﬂame studies still needs to be established, but this one was used
in the absence of a better and simple model for laminar ﬂames in
LES. A complete description of FFF is available in [44,51] and the
governing equations are presented in the Appendix. The computational domain representing the FPA in a two dimensional conﬁguration is sketched in Fig. 3. The overall domain is a rectangle of
5 m wide and 2 m high. The mesh was composed primarily of hexahedral cells. Based on a mesh sensitivity study, a mesh resolution
of 0.001 × 0.001 m2 was determined as providing converging results in the vicinity of the sample and near the lamps. The mesh is
stretched beyond the zone of interest until the boundaries reducing computational time without affecting the results. Adaptive time
step is calculated based on Courant–Fredrichs–Lewy (CFL) number
[52], with a maximum value of 0.7 to achieve temporal accuracy
and numerical stability.
Sub-models for heat transfer, degradation, combustion, and gas
emission have been implemented to allow better representation of
these processes. However, in order to appropriately simulate the
conditions presented above, speciﬁc submodels had to be adjusted.
These submodels are presented hereafter and all other submodels
that are not presented are discussed in the previous study [44].
2.2.1. Drag forces
In the multiphase model, the drag force acting on the solidphase is often [22,23,36,53] approximated using the correlation
proposed by Clift et al. [54] for estimating the drag force coeﬃcient (CD ) of spheres.
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To more closely represent the cylindrical geometry of the pine
needles, the drag coeﬃcient was approximated using a pseudo
ﬂuid model for arrays of emerging circular cylinders [55]:
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The use of a correlation for arrays of cylinders is justiﬁed by
the “sheltering” effect that diminishes the drag downstream an element [56,57]. As element spacing decreases, the bulk drag coefﬁcient decreases [58]. Hence, correlations established for isolated

Fig. 2. Pitch pine needle samples with (a) 23 kg/m3 ; (b) 30 kg/m3 ; (c) 40 kg/m3.

pine needles over each other, one can assume that the formulation of the convective heat transfer coeﬃcient is similar to that
of array of staggered cylinders in cross ﬂow. Many values for C,
m, and n are proposed to represent the Nusselt (Nu) number in
these speciﬁc or similar conditions [60,61]. Values for C, m, and n
were proposed by Žukauskas [60] (C == 1.04; m == 0.4; n == 0.36),
Colburn [38] (C == 0.33; m == 0.6; n == 1/3), Incropera and DeWitt [38] (C == 0.683; m == 0.466; n == 1/3), and others [61] for
ﬂow across banks of staggered tubes, for 10 or more rows of tubes
and for different Reynolds regimes. All the cited correlations are
widely applied in studies that are using the multiphase approach
[36,37,51,53], but there are no indications on which ones are more
suitable.

Fig. 3. Computational domain of the FPA (not to scale).

elements are no longer effective because of this strong sheltering
effect.
2.2.2. Convective heat transfer
The term representing the contribution of convective heat
(S )
transfer QCONV
between gas and solid phases is described as follows in the gas phase energy balance equation (in Appendix):
( )
QCONV
= αs σs χ (T − Ts )
S

(3)

With T and Ts the gas and solid phase temperatures, respectively. The heat transfer coeﬃcient χ is estimated from the Nusselt
number [38]:

Nu =

χ D
k

= CRem P r n

(4)

where, k is the air thermal conductivity (W/m.K) and D the equivalent diameter of a fuel particle (cylindrical needle) approximated
as 4/σ s . D is also used as the characteristic length for calculating
the Reynolds number. As demonstrated in [59], despite the complex vegetative structure, a simple correlation (i.e. Eq. 4) is appropriate to represent the convective term, as long as the coeﬃcients
C, m and n are adapted to represent the observed packing effect,
or “sheltering” effect [56]. Since samples are prepared by stacking

2.2.3. Char oxidation
Previous work [44] has shown that using a 1st order Arrhe
nius submodel underestimates char oxidation rate (ω˙ char ) due to
the low induced mass ﬂux of oxygen. Consequently, the char oxidation reaction could not be sustained after ﬂameout, despite the
constant lamp radiation. In the present study, the same model was
tested again, but this time in forced ﬂow conditions to verify if it is
suﬃcient to initiate char combustion without using more detailed
modeling or additional forcing term depending on the Reynolds
number to account for blowing effects [23].The char oxidation rate
is estimated from the following Arrhenius equation, where ECHAR
is the energy activation of char oxidation and KCHAR is the preexponential coeﬃcient, all derived from TGA analysis [15].

ασ
ω˙ char = s s αg ρYO2 KCHAR e
υO2




−ECHAR
RTs



(5)

Char oxidation represents an important source of heat released
during smoldering. Hence, it is considered that any material that
forms char during its thermal decomposition can potentially sustain a smoldering process [62]. This heterogeneous oxidation is incomplete and emits a higher yield of CO than the gas-phase combustion [63]. By implementing the model of Evans et al. [64] into
the multiphase formulation, the contribution of char combustion
to the energy equation of the solid phase (in Appendix) becomes:
(s )
αsg Qchar
= [(2ϕ − 1 )hCO2 + 2(1 − ϕ )hCO ]ω˙ char


(6)

with α sg == 0.5, assuming that 50%% of the heterogeneous combustion takes place at the surface of the solid phase and the other
50%% takes place in the gas phase [22,23,34,51].

ϕ=

2 + CO/CO2
2 CO/CO2 + 2

(7)

Fig. 4. Drag force coeﬃcient estimation using different submodels.

and



6240
CO
= 2500exp −
CO2
Ts


(8)

The split function (ϕ ) allows prediction of the ratio of CO and
CO2 concentrations produced during smoldering [65]. However, the
gas phase combustion submodel (EDC) is designed to oxidize all
CO mixed with oxygen, including the CO produced by smoldering
combustion. But in reality not all CO is oxidized, particularly that
originated from smoldering, due to the low temperature. To separate between the two types of CO, an “inert” CO phase was introduced as a smoldering product.
3. Results and discussion
The estimation of the drag coeﬃcient (Eq. (2)) affects the mass
and the velocity of the ﬂow that entered the sample. A misrepresentation of this value can lead to a misrepresentation of the total
drag force resulting from the interaction between the solid phase
and the gas phase. This results in incorrect heat transfer estimation, and poorly represented burning dynamics. Regarding the drag
force coeﬃcient estimation, the outcome of the aforementioned
submodels (Eq. (1) and (2)) are presented in Fig. 4. The Reynolds
(Re) number was calculated using the kinematic air viscosity of
dry air at 300 K (1.568 × 10−5 m2 s−1 ), resulting in ReLF == 2.3 and
ReHF == 9.3. For Re > 4, both submodels provide similar estimations, but for lower Reynolds numbers (Re < 4), corresponding to
ﬂows lower than 13.14 cm/s (or HF/2), the value of CD is higher using Clift et al. model for a sphere [54]. However, ﬂow velocity ﬁelds
were successfully simulated using the pseudoﬂuid model at both
low ﬂow (LF) and at high ﬂow (HF), matching the measured velocities on top, and around the sample for tests without combustion
(Fig. 5a and b). An overestimation of the drag force leads to an underestimation of the ﬂow in the fuel bed, which affect the burning
dynamics through cooling, air mixing, combustion rate, char oxidation rate, among others. When modeling large scale forest ﬁres,
these correlations are usually applied to estimate the mean drag
force generated from both wind/litter and wind/tree interactions
in a control volume larger than 1 m × 1 m [40,66]. By doing so,
the ﬂow and consequently, the ﬁre behavior of the litter are misrepresented. Hence, vegetation elements producing different drag
coeﬃcients have to be separated.
Once ignition occurred, the observed ﬂame was mostly laminar at the base, as shown in Fig. 6a. Transient behavior was also

observed (Fig. 6b), but only in the intermittent zone of the ﬂame,
which was mostly due to the entrained air.
The difference between the three convective heat transfer coefﬁcients outcomes presented in Fig. 7 is non negligible. For a typical
HF inlet, the measured ﬂow inside the fuel bed is approximately
0.2 m/s, corresponding to ReHF == 9.3. The correlations proposed
by Zukauskas et al. and DeWitt et al. give convective coeﬃcients
χ > 40 W/m2 K. However, this value is high and competes with the
radiative heat transfer source term; thereby preventing the solid
temperature from rising, degradation to occur, and ultimately ignition to happen. Moreover, these correlations were initially reported
for moderate ﬂow temperatures [60] and were not veriﬁed at high
temperatures.
On the other hand, coeﬃcient proposed by Colburn et al.
[38] corresponded to χ ≤ 20 W/m2 K, providing a more moderate heating/cooling rate. We can justify that these coeﬃcients are
more adapted to account for the sheltering effect produced when
elements are close together and act as a bulk. Even though, this
value is relatively low, it was demonstrated that the packing of
needles generally causes the heat transfer coeﬃcient to decrease
[59].
The reason why the other correlations worked in previously
cited studies is probably because the energy balance was compensated by an overestimation of the radiative heat transfer. In contrast, the radiative heat transfer of the FPA conﬁguration was carefully examined and quantiﬁed [44].
Figure 8a illustrates the predicted temperature ﬁeld of the corresponding experiment during ﬂaming (HF, 40 kg/m3 ). Temperature ranges were in the same order of magnitude as other ﬂames
from wildland fuels [67,68]. The shape of the simulated ﬂame is
consistent with the experimental one (Fig. 6a). The evolution of
the temperature in the solid phase is presented in Fig. 8b at the
top of the sample, the middle and the bottom using the correlation proposed by Colburn et al. [38]. The temperature on top, in
the middle, and in the bottom increased at a slower rate than
observed in NF conditions [44] before ignition due to the convective cooling. After the initial ignition, the middle temperature
promptly increased. At 12 s, the middle temperature reached 800 K,
followed by an increase in the temperature rate, corresponding to
a localized ignition. As the ﬂame propagated downwards, the bottom temperature increased until it was fully involved in the ﬂame.
Temperature measurements inside the fuel bed were not obtained
in this study due to experimental limitations. Two main issues occurred with temperature measurements with forced ﬂow. First, the
vibration of the thermocouples inside the fuel bed had an inﬂuence on the pine needle arrangement in the sample, which it is
important great care in having similar ones for every experimental
procedure, in order to have better repeatable conditions. Second,
the wiring of the thermocouples in the FPA combustion chamber
obstructs the inﬂow. However, the simulated temperature evolution is consistent with temperature measurements conducted for
Pinus strobus (σ s == 10,788 m−1 ) in the FPA under similar testing
conditions (heat ﬂux of 50 kW/m2 ) [69].
Measured and simulated ﬂaming times are plotted in Fig. 9 for
different bulk densities and inlet ﬂows. Figure 9 shows that ﬂaming time increased with increasing bulk density. Flaming time was
longer as there was more fuel to burn. It also increased with decreasing ﬂow velocity, and the ﬂames were maintained the longest
(45 s) under natural convection at maximum bulk density. The
forced ﬂow enhanced the mixing pyrolysis gases with air and increased the burning rate. For low bulk densities, the inﬂuence of
the forced ﬂow was not as dominant as for higher bulk densities:
for all ﬂow conditions, ﬂaming times varied between 13 and 17 s.
Since the sample was very porous (96%%), the induced air easily
penetrated and provided enough oxygen to obtain well-ventilated
combustion conditions. Flaming time linearly increased with bulk

Fig. 5. Measured and simulated air velocity on the peripheral free space (gap) and on top of the fuel (sample) in the FPA at HF for (a) 23 kg/m3 and (b) 40 kg/m3 .

Fig. 6. Pine needles burning in the FPA (a) low view angle (b) high view angle.

Fig. 7. Convective heat transfer coeﬃcient estimation.

density for various ﬂow rates since the air contribution is directly
related to an increase in the combustion rate, as the latter becomes
limited by the fuel available. In contrast, under natural convection
the relation between ﬂaming time and bulk density is non linear, because the combustion rate is limited by both the available
fuel and the oxygen, especially for high bulk densities (92%%). For
clarity, simulations are only plotted for NF and HF, which are the

lower and upper bounding conditions. Also, good agreement was
found for LF. Simulations slightly over predicted the ﬂaming time
by a few seconds. It is a direct consequence from using a highly
eﬃcient gas phase combustion model, where all available fuel was
consumed when mixed with Oxygen. In reality the eﬃciency rate
is not maximum (due to air dilution and cooling).
One of the main advantages of numerical simulations is the
ability of separating the processes involved in the evolution of the
solid phase, such as in Fig. 10, in which, the measured and simulated time evolution of the mass sample (normalized by the initial
mass) were plotted for a bulk density of 40 kg/m3 and HF. The simulated mass loss was split into a dry fraction, a moisture content
fraction, and a char fraction. Piloted ignition was observed experimentally. However, the pilot (in Fig. 6a) was not simulated because
the combustion model implies that ﬂaming combustion occurs as
soon as fuel and oxidizer are mixed. As ignition occurred faster
(5 s) in the simulation, all the curves were shifted to synchronize
both ignition times. This is not surprising because piloted ignition
is a marginal event that any small variation in the experiment or
in the numerical condition can inﬂuence it. More importantly, we
are interested in comparing the combustion phases following ignition. One can observe that the simulated (total) mass loss followed the mean experimental mass loss closely. The different dotted lines correspond to the three simulated fractions, giving more
insight on the mass loss mechanisms. In the beginning, the mass
fraction was only composed of moisture content and dry fraction.
Then the moisture content evaporated during the ﬁrst 13 s of the
simulation. More dry material was lost (via pyrolysis) when ignition occurred, during which the dry fraction decreased steeply, and

Fig. 8. (a) Temperature ﬁeld during ﬂaming (b) Simulated solid temperature at the top, middle and bottom of the sample corresponding to the three blue sampling points
in (a), for HF and 40 kg/m3 . Vertical line marks ignition. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article).

Fig. 9. Measured and simulated ﬂaming time for different bulk densities and inlet
ﬂow. Filled markers: experiments, empty markers: simulations, error bars: standard
deviations for experiments.

Fig. 10. Experimental and simulated mass loss, including simulated mass loss of
dry, water, and char phases. Vertical dotted line corresponds to experimental and
simulated ignition times. Solid vertical lines correspond to simulated and experimental ﬂameout times respectively. (HF - 40 kg/m3 ).

the char fraction formed (corresponding to ﬂaming). The transition
to smoldering combustion occurred after 30 s (near ﬂameout time),
during which the char oxidation reaction was dominant until the
end.
Mass loss rates (MLR) were calculated from experimental and
numerical mass loss data and are shown in Fig. 11 for two bulk
densities: 23 kg/m3 (Fig. 11a) and 40 kg/m3 (Fig. 11b) at HF. A 5 s
moving average was used to smooth experimental curves. In the
ﬁrst 10 s of both cases, the smaller slope corresponds to pyrolysis
and evaporation that occurred before ignition. When ignition occurred, the slope increased steeply. The subsequent decrease corresponds to ﬂameout (vertical line around 30 s), where after mainly
char oxidation occurred. The numerical results over predicted the

maximum value by around 20%%, but followed the same trend as
in the experiments under both conditions.
The radiation attenuation coeﬃcient can drastically change inﬂuence the radiation distribution in the fuel depth and affect the
distribution of the mass loss rate. In these simulations, the extinction coeﬃcient was kept as 4/α s σ s , similarly as in a previous study
[44]. However, it was demonstrated in Acem et al. [70] that the estimation of this theoretical coeﬃcient could be could be affected
by the geometrical shape by 10%%.
For better comparison between the different bulk densities and
ﬂow conditions, MLR were averaged for each conﬁguration, and are
presented separately during ﬂaming and after ﬂameout in Fig. 12a
and b, respectively. During ﬂaming (Fig. 12a), one can observe that

Fig. 11. Mass loss rates (MLR) at HF for different bulk densities (a) 23 kg/m3 and
(b) 40 kg/m3 . Error bars: standard deviation. Vertical line: ﬂameout time.

the average MLR increased with an increasing inlet ﬂow for all
tested conditions because, generally the ﬂow enhances the mixing of pyrolysis gases with air, increasing the combustion rate. The
following observations can be made:
- Under HF conditions, the average value increased almost linearly with the bulk density. This is a result of the direct inﬂuence of the airﬂow on the combustion rate.
- For NF conditions, the average MLR increases at 30 kg/m3 ,
because there is more fuel to burn. However, it decreased
at the highest bulk density, mostly due to the low ventilation conditions induced by natural convection, which slowed
down the reaction.
- As for LF condition, the mean MLR remains non-monotonic
as a result of the competition between radiation heating
more of the solid phase with increasing bulk density (increasing α s ), and the decreasing oxygen available to sustain
the reaction.
- At the lowest bulk density (23 kg/m3 ), which corresponds to
the highest porosity (Table 1), the mean MLR is similar regardless of the ﬂow conditions, because air can easily penetrate and provide well-ventilated combustion conditions.

- For higher bulk densities, the sample was more compact,
causing more contact between pine needles, and more shadowing effect. Therefore, there was less contact with the gas
phase. As the extinction length (∼ 4/α s σ s ) [71] changes from
13.7 mm to 7.8 mm, between 23 and 40 kg/m3 , respectively,
radiation cannot penetrate deeper in the sample body. The
optical thickness deﬁned as the ratio between the depth of
the sample (3 cm) and the extinction length shows that the
sample is optically thick (2.19 and 3.84 for 23 and 40 kg/m3 ,
respectively).
- When the total amount of radiation is distributed on a shallow layer the limited factor is the amount of fuel available for pyrolysis, However, when the same amount of energy is distributed deeper in the fuel (i.e. low bulk density), more mass undergoes pyrolysis. Ultimately, pyrolysis of
a denser fuel will be limited by the heat transferred downwards, which is correlated to the bulk density.
- Between experiments and simulations with and without
ﬂow, we can highlight the existence of two regimes. The
oxygen limited oxygen regime (no wind) and the fuel limited regime (with wind) [72]. Because the mean MLR is not
a monotonic function of the density in NF and LF conditions,
we can determine that the combustion is limited by oxygen
supply (via saturation).
Overall, simulations are consistent with measurements, regardless of the peak values that are slightly overestimated numerically,
as shown in Fig. 11a and b, and in [44].
Concerning the average MLR after ﬂameout presented in Fig
12b, we can safely assume that mass loss is driven by smoldering.
Since the latter occurs at very slow reaction rate, the average MLR
is one order of magnitude smaller than the one of ﬂaming, which
makes it diﬃcult to distinguish tendencies. Globally, one can observe that the average MLR increases with bulk density and with
the ﬂow, because there is more fuel and more air, respectively. This
is consistent with Eq. (5), where the char oxidation rate is proportional to the oxygen concentration and to the bulk density. The
numerical predictions in HF compared well with measurements,
as a result of the proper ﬂow and heat transfer estimation. However, results under NF conditions did not match the experimental
results because the char oxidation was not sustained due to the
low air supply in natural convection, as explained in [44]. Hence,
the reaction only occurred in the few seconds after ﬂameout then
dropped, resulting in a high average MLR compared to the experiments, which lasted longer. The smoldering time in NF could be

Fig. 12. Averaged values for measured and simulated mass loss rates (a) during ﬂaming (b) after ﬂameout.

Fig. 13. Measured and simulated Heat Release Rates at HF for different bulk densities (a) 23 kg/m3 and (b) 40 kg/m3 . Error bars: standard deviation. Vertical line: ﬂameout
time.

Fig. 14. Averaged values for measured and simulated heat release rates (HRR) per unit of initial fuel mass (a) during ﬂaming (b) after ﬂameout.

enhanced by either testing a more comprehensive model for estimating the char combustion rate, or by accounting for the increase
of the surface to volume ratio in the solid phase (which is constant) as a result of the char pores that are formed in the fuel.
The measured and simulated Heat Release Rate (HRR) are presented in Fig. 13 for two bulk densities at HF. Computed curves
were time-shifted so that they coincide with experimental curves
when ignition occurred. The peak HRR was slightly over estimated
for both cases, a result of the high MLR peaks. Nevertheless, the
overall trend is matched and the total heat released is similar. The
peak HRR at 40 kg/m3 (Fig. 13b) is at approximately 11 kW, which
is comparable to results in [20,69] for Aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis) tested under similar conditions. The transition between ﬂaming and smoldering (at ﬂameout) was better predicted numerically
for the higher bulk density (Fig. 13b). However, for the lower bulk
density (Fig. 13a), an abrupt transition can be noticed only in the
simulation. This behavior can be justiﬁed by the larger amount
of fuel burning (i.e. higher solid fraction) available to increase the
heat transfer from solid to solid, and to better sustaining char oxidation after ﬂameout.
For better illustration of the inﬂuence of the porosity in the
HRR, averaged values for measured and simulated HRR were normalized over their corresponding initial fuel mass (HRR/m0 ) and
are presented during ﬂaming and after ﬂameout, in Fig. 14a and
b, respectively. The normalization allows better comparison of the
energy rate released between different bulk densities. In Fig 14a,

HRR/m0 globally increases with the ﬂow. This is consisted with
the observed MLR (Fig. 12a) and with the shorter ﬂaming times
for higher ﬂow conditions. Essentially, Higher HRR is reached for
shorter ﬂaming time due to the better mixing, and consequently
the enhanced the combustion rate. The observed HRR/m0 trends
to decrease with an increasing bulk density, which is also consistent with the aforementioned observations about the competition
between radiation penetration and oxygen availability. As for the
numerical predictions, these tendencies are well matched at high
ﬂow but cannot be obtained under NF conditions due to the low
combustion rate estimated [44].
Regarding HRR/m0 after ﬂameout (Fig. 14b), overall the measured values are also an order of magnitude lower than during
ﬂaming. They decrease with an increasing bulk density, since more
air can reach the reacting solid phase for lower bulk densities.
HRR/m0 is consistently slightly higher at HF, especially for the
higher bulk density. Simulations of HF conditions matched the
measurements. However, for NF condition, a high average MLR was
calculated after ﬂameout (Fig. 12b). Consequently, the calculated
HRR/m0 was overestimated compared to measurements only because a higher HRR was released over a shorter period of time.
However, the total energy released is smaller, since not all the char
was oxidized in NF.
Figure 15a, b, and c describe the evolution of the fuel and oxygen mass fractions inside the fuel bed under HF conditions at ignition, 5 s and 15 s after ignition, respectively. It can be noted that

Fig. 15. Fuel and oxygen mass fractions along the vertical and at the center of the sample (hatched area) during ﬂaming. Figures a, b, and c correspond to distributions at
ignition, 5 s and 15 s, respectively for HF conditions. Figures d, e, and f correspond to distributions at ignition, 20 s and 40 s, respectively for NF conditions.

the propagation occurs from top to bottom, which is in agreement
with the experimental observations. Moreover, the evolution of the
mass fractions (step) are representative of a typical diffusion ﬂame,
meaning that no partial mixing in involved. It is clear that the oxygen is completely consumed in the ﬁrst cell of the reaction zone.
On the other hand, Fig. 15d, e, and f represent the evolution of
the mass fraction in NF conditions. In Fig. 15d, the conditions at ignition are similar to those of encountered with HF (Fig. 15a). As the
ﬂame propagates slower in NF, Fig. 15e and f show the mass fractions 20 and 40 s after ignition. It appears that the entire fuel sample is embedded in the fuel rich zone and that there is no suﬃcient oxygen inside it to ensure ﬂaming combustion. Anecdotal observations of experiments using pine needles in the cone calorimeter under natural convection allowed to see the ﬂame burning below the sample, which is characteristic of the behavior of a fuel
rich diffusion ﬂame and conﬁrms the prediction from Fig. 15e and
f. This behavior was also observed in the FPA in natural convection
but it was harder to see because of the light of the heaters.
Figures 16 and 17 present the experimental and simulated time
evolution of CO and CO2 generation for a fuel bulk density of
40 kg/m3 in HF and NF, respectively. The experimental values were
measured in the exhaust duct, similarly the simulated values were
obtained at the outlet boundary. Useful information can be extracted from these ﬁgures and three phases can be deﬁned. During
the ﬁrst phase, which occurs just after ignition, only ﬂaming is involved as CO2 production increases. During the second phase, ﬂaming and smoldering occur simultaneously. Finally, during the third
phase which is after ﬂameout, only heterogeneous combustion occurs. By comparing Figs 16 and 17, it can be noted that the time
of each phase can be very different. In natural convection (Fig 17),

Fig. 16. Measured and simulated CO and CO2 production (HF - 40 kg/m3 ). The vertical lines represent the experimental (red dashed) and the numerical (black solid)
ﬂameout times. Plots are shifted to have ignition at 0 s. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article).

the transition from ﬂaming to smoldering (second phase) occurs in
a shorter time than in forced ﬂow (Fig 16). This behavior is mainly
due to the additional oxygen supplied inside the fuel bed by the
forced ﬂow, which allows ﬂaming and smoldering to occur simultaneously. In contrast, smoldering occurs mainly after ﬂameout in
natural convection. The differences in CO curves between HF and

4. Conclusion

Fig. 17. Measured and simulated CO and CO2 production (NF - 40 kg/m3 ). The vertical lines represent the experimental (red dashed) and the numerical (black solid)
ﬂameout times. Plots are shifted to have ignition at 0 s. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article).

NF (Figs 16 and 17) demonstrate the changing in behavior in the
combustion process. CO concentration is an indicator of the two
stages of combustion when correlated to visual observations. The
ﬁrst step increase in Fig. 17 is due to the ignition of the sample. A
steady production of CO follows, which corresponds to the ﬂaming
stage (ﬁrst phase) with possibly an oxidation of CO in the ﬂame.
The consequent increase is due to the decrease of the ﬂame and
the initiation of smoldering combustion. The two processes overlap during this stage (second phase). After ﬂameout, CO production
peaks due to the sole occurrence of smoldering combustion (third
phase). In contrast, the steady state of the CO disappears in HF. A
faster combustion time was observed with embers starting to glow
before ﬂameout. These tendencies conﬁrm the measurements and
the observations described by Schemel et al. [19].
Concerning the numerical predictions, all the main tendencies
were captured qualitatively by the model, even though the quantitative predictions were not accurate. In both conﬁgurations, the
simulations overestimated the CO2 production during ﬂaming because the entire pyrolysis products were consumed in the gas
phase due to the nature of the combustion model. In Fig. 16, smoldering was not activated during ﬂaming, therefore, no CO was detected in the simulation. In reality, not all CO from pyrolysis is entirely oxidized, due to dilution with air and cooling. Indeed, the
concentration of measured CO increased as the ﬂame was quenching and more smoldering was occurring. An extinction model could
be added to account for the unburned gases and better represent
the incomplete combustion in the ﬂame, especially at a larger scale
[73]. However, its absence did not severely inﬂuence the burning
dynamics of the pine needle bed (which was the focus of this
work), as it was mainly driven by the incident radiation coming
from the lamps. In Fig. 17, numerical CO is detected even before
ﬂame out time, which is due to an early activation of the smoldering process, as it was observed experimentally. Hence, both
burning dynamics in NF and HF are captured by the model. The
experimental peak value for CO was 25 ppm for HF, whereas it
was 35 ppm for the simulation. This is also due to the combustion model that overestimated the combustion eﬃciency in the gas
phase and had little inﬂuence on the burning dynamics. An adjustment will certainly be needed for large ﬁres, where extinction is
likely play a role, especially if the model is to be used to estimate
ﬁre emissions.

The goal of the presented framework was to assess the relevance and the performance of the submodels used to close CFD
models particularly with the multiphase approach for wildﬁres.
Some submodels were successfully adapted in a speciﬁc and realistic range of conditions, which allowed improving burning rate estimations and better describing the underlying physics. Moreover,
the importance and the implications of using appropriate submodels were also demonstrated. By comparing simulations to experiments with various fuel bulk densities and various inlet ﬂows,
at a constant applied heat ﬂux with a well deﬁned fuel, it was
shown which submodels need to be appropriately deﬁned in order
to provide acceptable predictions. Because of the strong coupling
between the different submodels, the proposed framework of using
controlled experiments and matching simulations at a small scale
is necessary for choosing the adequate submodels. This will ensure
that the physics involved in the burning of the fuel are correctly
captured before predicting ﬁre spread at a larger scale. The main
results are summarized as follows:
• The estimation of the drag force coeﬃcient affects the ﬂow
ﬁeld inside the porous fuel, consequently it affects the associated burning dynamics during ﬂaming and smoldering.
The proposed correlations can be used for subgrid modeling
and included in large scale simulations to represent the drag
force through litter beds separately from the one for trees.
• For the convective heat transfer coeﬃcient, we have veriﬁed that Colburn coeﬃcients are appropriate for these experimental conditions, whereas other cited coeﬃcients can
prevent the fuel from igniting.
• Under forced ﬂow conditions, the char oxidation model
based on a single step Arrhenius equation is suﬃcient for
characterizing smoldering combustion, and especially mass
loss after ﬂameout. However, this model is not adapted under natural convection, and further investigation is necessary.
• The additional split function in the char oxidation allows
predicting an acceptable gas emission and adequately modeling the transition between ﬂaming and smoldering emission.
• Overall, the selected gas phase combustion model allowed a
successful prediction of the burning dynamics of the solid
phase in the chosen range of conditions. However, it needs
further improvements for supporting emission estimations.
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Appendix. Governing equations in FFF
The gas phase is governed by a set of transport equations representing the mass balance equations:

∂ αg ρ̄ ∂ αg ρ̄ u˜ j



+
= (1 − νash )ω˙ char + ω˙ vap + (1 − νchar )ω˙ pyr
∂t
∂xj
(9)
where ∼ is the Favre ﬁlter operator, ν char and ν ash are the char
and ash fractions, respectively. For forest fuel ν char ∼ 0.3 and ν ash

∼ 0.05 [15,74]. The momentum equation is deﬁned as:

∂ (αg ρ̄ u˜i u˜ j )
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+
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+
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∂ xi ∂ x j
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× αg ρ̄ (ν +νt )
+
−
δ
∂ x j ∂ xi 3 ∂ xk i j

+αg ρ̄ gi − FD (10)

ν is the molecular viscosity, ν t is the sub grid scale viscosity, and p
is the pressure. FD represents the drag force source term resulting
from the interaction between the gas ﬂow and the solid phase, and
is deﬁned as:

FD = αg ρCD

αs σs
2

|u|ui

(11)

Since thermal equilibrium is not assumed between the solid
fuel particle and gaseous phase, the temperature in the solid phase
is solved separately, in the following equation:

dTs


S
S
(S )
C p( ) αs ρs
= Q±( ) − hvap ω˙ vap − h pyr ω˙ pyr − αsg Qchar
dt

(12)

with Q±(S ) the energy balance on the solid phase exchanged with
the gaseous phase by convection and radiation. Cp (S) is the speciﬁc
heat capacity of the solid phase, hchar , hpyr , hvap are the heat
of reaction for charring, pyrolysis, and evaporation, respectively.
The time evolution of the fuel is characterized by the variation of
its dry, water, and char mass fractions. They can be described by
the following three ordinary differential equations:

dαs ρs ϕH( 2)O
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(15)

The global mass balance equation for the solid phase is:

d (αs ρs )



= (νchar − νsoot − 1 )ω˙ pyr − ω˙ char − ω˙ vap
dt

(16)

Assuming that the solid consumption is only due to char combustion. The balance equation for the solid fraction is resolved following:


ω˙
dαs
= − char
dt
ρs


(17)

Finally, the energy balance of the gas phase is written as:

∂ αg ρ̄ h˜
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(18)

where h is the enthalpy, α D is the thermal diffusivity (considering a unity Lewis number approximation). QCOMB and QRAD are the
source term for combustion and radiation in the gas phase, respectively, as described in [44].
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